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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this The Stolen Wife Ebook
Lucas Ritter by online. You might not require more times to spend to go to the book start as
capably as search for them. In some cases, you likewise pull off not discover the message The Stolen
Wife Ebook Lucas Ritter that you are looking for. It will categorically squander the time.
However below, afterward you visit this web page, it will be therefore enormously easy to get as well
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It will not endure many grow old as we accustom before. You can pull off it though bill something
else at home and even in your workplace. therefore easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just
what we present under as competently as evaluation The Stolen Wife Ebook Lucas Ritter what
you similar to to read!

Count All Her Bones Feb 22 2022 April Henry masterminds another edge-of-your-seat thriller in
this much-anticipated sequel to Girl, Stolen. Six months ago, Griffin Sawyer meant to steal a car, but
he never meant to steal the girl asleep in the backseat. Panicked, he took her home. His father, Roy,
decided to hold Cheyenne—who is blind—for ransom. Griffin helped her escape, and now Roy is
awaiting trial. As they prepare to testify, Griffin and Cheyenne reconnect and make plans to meet.
But the plan goes wrong and Cheyenne gets captured by Roy’s henchmen—this time for the kill. Can
Cheyenne free herself? And is Griffin a pawn or a player in this deadly chase? April Henry
masterminds another edge-of-your-seat thriller in Count All Her Bones. This title has Common Core
connections. A Christy Ottaviano Book
The Prince's Stolen Virgin Aug 07 2020 Awakened by his kiss… Ordinary Briar Harcourt is horrified
to discover her life is a lie—she is in fact a long-lost princess, sent into hiding to escape a forced
marriage to a brutal king. But now his son, Prince Felipe, has found Briar and is determined to claim
her as his bride! Marriage to Briar will give Felipe the power he was born for: her compliance is
nonnegotiable. But his searing, uncontrollable desire for her is unexpected…and he’ll use all his
formidable charisma to seduce her into surrender!
The Stolen Husband Feb 10 2021 My husband was stolen. While I was in a coma. But I'm okay, I
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swear. Am I a little salty? Sure. Have I fantasized about revenge? Absolutely. Made plans to get him
back? Naturally. Have I stabbed a voodoo doll while crying my eyes out? Just a little bit. But I am a
strong, independent badass, and I am choosing to let go and move on. I got attached to my new guy
a little too fast to soothe my wounds, but Lukas is amazing. Younger, hotter, obsessed with the gym,
and his body shows it. He's all I need to forget about my stupid ex-husband. But when I start getting
cryptic messages on social media to stay away from him... and creepy letters shoved under my front
door? Cars following me late at night? I am starting to regret diving in so fast... I may have bitten off
more than I can chew. But I would rather be the predator than the prey...
Tracking Stolen Secrets Nov 09 2020 With her K-9 partner’s help, can they protect her infant niece?
Positive her sister isn’t involved in a theft ring as the police believe, State Trooper Helena Maddox
and her K-9 partner must find her twin before local cop Everett Brand does. But when the niece
Helena didn’t know existed is left on Everett’s doorstep, they all become targets. Now, working with
Everett is Helena’s only option to keep the baby safe and prove her sister’s innocence… ALASKA K-9
UNIT From Love Inspired Suspense: Courage. Danger. Faith. Alaska K-9 Unit Book 1: Alaskan
Rescue by Terri Reed Book 2: Wilderness Defender by Maggie K. Black Book 3: Undercover Mission
by Sharon Dunn Book 4: Tracking Stolen Secrets by Laura Scott Book 5: Deadly Cargo by Jodie
Bailey Book 6: Arctic Witness by Heather Woodhaven Book 7: Yukon Justice by Dana Mentink
The Stolen Year Jul 06 2020 An NPR education reporter shows how the pandemic disrupted
children’s lives—and how our country has nearly always failed to put our children first The onset of
COVID broke a 150-year social contract between America and its children. Tens of millions of
students lost what little support they had from the government—not just school but food, heat, and
physical and emotional safety. The cost was enormous. But this crisis began much earlier than 2020.
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In The Stolen Year, Anya Kamenetz exposes a long-running indifference to the plight of children and
families in American life and calls for a reckoning. She follows families across the country as they
live through the pandemic, facing loss and resilience: a boy with autism in San Francisco who gains
a foster brother and a Hispanic family in Texas that loses a member to COVID, and finds solace when
they need it most. Kamenetz also recounts the history that brought us to this point: how we thrust
children and caregivers into poverty, how we over-police families of color, how we rely on mothers
instead of infrastructure. And how our government, in failing to support our children through this
tumultuous time, has stolen years of their lives.
The Stolen Kingdom Apr 14 2021 “A bold girl, a kingdom under attack, magic everywhere—I
devoured it in one sitting! This book is one wild ride!” —Tamora Pierce on Stormrise Nothing is
quite as it seems in this thrilling YA fantasy adventure by Jillian Boehme, The Stolen Kingdom! For a
hundred years, the once-prosperous kingdom of Perin Faye has suffered under the rule of the greedy
and power-hungry Thungrave kings. Maralyth Graylaern, a vintner's daughter, has no idea her
hidden magical power is proof of a secret bloodline and claim to the throne. Alac Thungrave, the
king’s second son, has always been uncomfortable with his position as the spare heir—and the dark,
stolen magic that comes with ruling. When Maralyth becomes embroiled in a plot to murder the
royal family and seize the throne, a cat-and-mouse chase ensues in an adventure of dark magic,
court intrigue, and forbidden love. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Freezing Order Aug 26 2019 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Following his explosive New York
Times bestseller Red Notice, Bill Browder returns with another gripping thriller chronicling how he
became Vladimir Putin’s number one enemy by exposing Putin’s campaign to steal and launder
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hundreds of billions of dollars and kill anyone who stands in his way. When Bill Browder’s young
Russian lawyer, Sergei Magnitsky, was beaten to death in a Moscow jail, Browder made it his life’s
mission to go after his killers and make sure they faced justice. The first step of that mission was to
uncover who was behind the $230 million tax refund scheme that Magnitsky was killed over. As
Browder and his team tracked the money as it flowed out of Russia through the Baltics and Cyprus
and on to Western Europe and the Americas, they were shocked to discover that Vladimir Putin
himself was a beneficiary of the crime. As law enforcement agencies began freezing the money,
Putin retaliated. He and his cronies set up honey traps, hired process servers to chase Browder
through cities, murdered more of his Russian allies, and enlisted some of the top lawyers and
politicians in America to bring him down. Putin will stop at nothing to protect his money. As
Freezing Order reveals, it was Browder’s campaign to expose Putin’s corruption that prompted
Russia’s intervention in the 2016 US presidential election. At once a financial caper, an international
adventure, and a passionate plea for justice, Freezing Order is a stirring morality tale about how one
man can take on one of the most ruthless villains in the world—and win.
Stolen Babies of Spain Nov 21 2021 Stolen Babies of Spain chronicles how and why baby stealing
began in Spain just after the civil war of 1936-1939. This heartbreaking and tragic history of the
worst, modern-day network of stolen babies pulls back a web of deceit and terror, uncovering pain,
suffering, and, worse, organization and profit.Using more than three hundred interviews conducted
by the authors, many of them exclusive, Greg Rabidoux and Mara Lencina reveal the personal stories
of the adults who were stolen babies as they search for their biological parents and their true
origins. The authors also shine a spotlight on the surviving parents who still to this day search for
their babies that were stolen and sent away for illegal adoptions.In Stolen Babies of Spain: The
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Book, the authors also expose the role of the Catholic Church, General Francisco Franco and the
Spanish government, and medical doctors and nurses such as the infamous Dr Eduardo Vela, in
operating in a criminal network for decades that stole babies and sold them for profit, both in Spain
and worldwide. Rabidoux, Lencina, and Vila take an in-depth look at the ongoing stealing and
trafficking of babies and children worldwide and what, if anything, is being done to combat these
basic, human rights violations and crimes. Fortunately, the work Rabidoux and Lencina did in
finding families and those who had been stolen, to interview, also revealed heart-warming stories of
the rare yet wonderful moments when stolen babies and their family are reunited. In conjunction
with the award-winning documentary Stolen Babies of Spain, also from Rabidoux and Lencina, this
fascinating and tragic hidden history is now, finally, revealed.
Mysticons: The Stolen Magic Jan 30 2020 This original novel is based on the hit show Mysticons,
and tells a brand-new adventure for our heroes! Mysticon Ranger Zarya meets an extraordinary
magician—but then her new friend steals her powers. Without her abilities, Zarya no longer feels
like part of the Mysticons—and she refuses to let the team help. Zarya got herself in this mess; she’ll
get her powers back on her own. But as the forces of evil close in on Drake City, the Mysticons need
their Ranger. Zarya will have to rely on her friends—or risk losing her Mysticon powers forever!
Mysticons characters, designs, and elements © 2018 Nelvana Limited. Mysticons is a trademark of
Nelvana Limited. All rights reserved. An Imprint Book
Stolen Wife Nov 02 2022 I'll do whatever it takes to get her in my arms, even kill my brother.I'll do
everything in my power to destroy all who came between us.The second I held the wedding photo of
Giada with my brother, my revenge became tainted with possessiveness so profound that I grew
colder. Calculating. Obsessed.I'd do anything to get my desire. To taste her.Giada is mine, and it
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didn't matter the how or why, because she just is. I'll play her name in my head-my sirens song-as I
remove her from my brother's grasp and take her for my own.One by one, I'd get my revenge on
those who sent me away while claiming what was never theirs.
Stolen Children Jun 24 2019 When Amy agreed to baby-sit Kendra Edgerton, she had no idea she
was stepping into a kidnapping plot. Two men force the girls out of the house and into a cabin in the
woods, where they create DVDs to send to the families, in hopes of a large ransom from Kendra's
wealthy parents. Using her wits and imagination, Amy stealthily sends clues to the police through
the DVDs, but time is working against her: She has one week until her captors decide to return
Kendra and get rid of Amy.
Girl, Stolen Jun 16 2021 Cheyenne, a blind sixteen year-old, is kidnapped and held for ransom; she
must outwit her captors to get out alive. Sixteen year-old Cheyenne Wilder is sleeping in the back of
a car while her mom fills her prescription at the pharmacy. Before Cheyenne realizes what's
happening, their car is being stolen--with her inside! Griffin hadn't meant to kidnap Cheyenne, all he
needed to do was steal a car for the others. But once Griffin's dad finds out that Cheyenne's father is
the president of a powerful corporation, everything changes—now there's a reason to keep her.
What Griffin doesn't know is that Cheyenne is not only sick with pneumonia, she is blind. How will
Cheyenne survive this nightmare, and if she does, at what price? Prepare yourself for a fast-paced
and hard-edged thriller full of nail-biting suspense. This title has Common Core connections.
Stolen Jul 26 2019 This “superbly researched and engaging” (The Wall Street Journal) true story
about five boys who were kidnapped in the North and smuggled into slavery in the Deep South—and
their daring attempt to escape and bring their captors to justice belongs “alongside the work of
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Edward P. Jones, and Toni Morrison” (Jane Kamensky, Professor of
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American History at Harvard University). Philadelphia, 1825: five young, free black boys fall into the
clutches of the most fearsome gang of kidnappers and slavers in the United States. Lured onto a
small ship with the promise of food and pay, they are instead met with blindfolds, ropes, and knives.
Over four long months, their kidnappers drive them overland into the Cotton Kingdom to be sold as
slaves. Determined to resist, the boys form a tight brotherhood as they struggle to free themselves
and find their way home. Their ordeal—an odyssey that takes them from the Philadelphia waterfront
to the marshes of Mississippi and then onward still—shines a glaring spotlight on the Reverse
Underground Railroad, a black market network of human traffickers and slave traders who stole
away thousands of legally free African Americans from their families in order to fuel slavery’s rapid
expansion in the decades before the Civil War. “Rigorously researched, heartfelt, and dramatically
concise, Bell’s investigation illuminates the role slavery played in the systemic inequalities that still
confront Black Americans” (Booklist).
Priceless Oct 28 2019 The Wall Street Journal called him “a living legend.” The London Times
dubbed him “the most famous art detective in the world.” In Priceless, Robert K. Wittman, the
founder of the FBI’s Art Crime Team, pulls back the curtain on his remarkable career for the first
time, offering a real-life international thriller to rival The Thomas Crown Affair. Rising from humble
roots as the son of an antique dealer, Wittman built a twenty-year career that was nothing short of
extraordinary. He went undercover, usually unarmed, to catch art thieves, scammers, and black
market traders in Paris and Philadelphia, Rio and Santa Fe, Miami and Madrid. In this page-turning
memoir, Wittman fascinates with the stories behind his recoveries of priceless art and antiquities:
The golden armor of an ancient Peruvian warrior king. The Rodin sculpture that inspired the
Impressionist movement. The headdress Geronimo wore at his final Pow-Wow. The rare Civil War
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battle flag carried into battle by one of the nation’s first African-American regiments. The breadth of
Wittman’s exploits is unmatched: He traveled the world to rescue paintings by Rockwell and
Rembrandt, Pissarro, Monet and Picasso, often working undercover overseas at the whim of foreign
governments. Closer to home, he recovered an original copy of the Bill of Rights and cracked the
scam that rocked the PBS series Antiques Roadshow. By the FBI’s accounting, Wittman saved
hundreds of millions of dollars worth of art and antiquities. He says the statistic isn’t important.
After all, who’s to say what is worth more --a Rembrandt self-portrait or an American flag carried
into battle? They're both priceless. The art thieves and scammers Wittman caught run the gamut
from rich to poor, smart to foolish, organized criminals to desperate loners. The smuggler who
brought him a looted 6th-century treasure turned out to be a high-ranking diplomat. The appraiser
who stole countless heirlooms from war heroes’ descendants was a slick, aristocratic con man. The
museum janitor who made off with locks of George Washington's hair just wanted to make a few
extra bucks, figuring no one would miss what he’d filched. In his final case, Wittman called on every
bit of knowledge and experience in his arsenal to take on his greatest challenge: working undercover
to track the vicious criminals behind what might be the most audacious art theft of all.
Stolen Prey Jan 12 2021 A senseless slaughter leads Lucas Davenport down a twisted path in this
thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling author. Lucas Davenport has seen many terrible
murder scenes. This is one of the worst. In the Minnesota town of Wayzata, an entire family has been
killed—husband, wife, two kids, dogs. On the wall, in blood: “Were coming.” No apostrophe. There’s
something about the scene that tugs at Lucas’s cop instincts—it looks an awful lot like the kind of
scorched-earth retribution he’s seen from Mexican drug gangs. But this is a seriously upscale town,
the husband ran a modest software company, the wife dabbled in local politics. None of it seems to
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fit. Until it does...
The Time Traveler's Wife Dec 23 2021 A most untraditional love story, this is the celebrated tale
of Henry DeTamble, a dashing, adventuresome librarian who inadvertently travels through time, and
Clare Abshire, an artist whose life takes a natural sequential course. Henry and Clare’s passionate
affair endures across a sea of time and captures them in an impossibly romantic trap that tests the
strength of fate and basks in the bonds of love. “Niffenegger’s inventive and poignant writing is well
worth a trip” (Entertainment Weekly).
The Stolen Luck Apr 26 2022 How far will a good man go to save his home and loved ones? Lord
James Dupree must recover his family's stolen Luck, the elven talisman that has protected the
Dupree lands for generations. Without the talisman, the Dupree vineyards are failing and creditors
are closing in. The Luck is his only hope of saving his home and his family from poverty and ruin.
Despite his abhorrence of slavery, James wins an elven slave in a game of cards. The slave, Loren,
provides the only chance to enter the Lands Between and recover the stolen Luck. Despite James's
assurances and best intentions, Loren does not trust his new master and James finds it all too easy to
slip into the role of slave master when Loren defies him. As the two work together through hardship
and danger, James finds himself falling in love with Loren. And when a hidden enemy moves against
them, he must choose between his responsibility to his family and his own soul. 78,000 words
DANTE'S STOLEN WIFE Oct 01 2022 When Caitlyn saw her lover, Lazzaro, it felt like her entire
body was on fire. This was it. This was what she had been waiting for. She had met Lazzaro six
weeks before. The second their hands touched, an electric current ran through them, and Caitlyn
was sure it was fate. But that thrill seemed to have disappeared after that, so she was worried. What
Caitlyn didn’t realize was that the mind-blowing kiss she had now was with Marco, Lazzaro’s twin
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brother and her true soul mate!
The Book of Stolen Dreams May 16 2021 An exhilarating, wondrous middle grade debut about a
brother and sister on a quest to defeat a tyrannical ruler and protect a magical book, perfect for fans
of Philip Pullman and Katherine Rundell. Rachel and Robert live a gray, dreary life under the rule of
cruel and calculating Charles Malstain. That is, until one night, when their librarian father enlists
their help to steal a forbidden book. Before their father is captured, Rachel and Robert are given one
mission: find the missing final page. But to uncover the secrets of The Book of Stolen Dreams, the
siblings must face darkness and combat many evils to be rewarded with the astonishing, magical
truth about the book. Nevertheless, they resolve to do everything in their power to stop it from
falling into Charles Malstain’s hands. For if it does, he could rule their world forever.
Dante's Stolen Wife / Forgotten Marriage: Dante's Stolen Wife / Forgotten Marriage (Mills & Boon
Desire) (The Dante Legacy, Book 2) May 28 2022 Dante’s Stolen Wife by Day Leclaire
Heart of the Steal May 04 2020 Responsible, disciplined William Fox channeled his love for art and
his faith in the rules into being an FBI Art Crimes agent. Right and wrong, justice and injustice-the
differences are clear, and Will has spent his career drawing a line between them. Maybe his
convictions have cost him relationships, but he's not willing to compromise what he knows is right.
Until the night he meets Amory Vaughn. As the head of his family's philanthropic foundation,
Vaughn knows very well that being rich and powerful can get him almost anything he wants. And
when he meets endearingly grumpy and slightly awkward William Fox, he wants him more than he's
wanted anything. Vaughn is used to being desired for his name and his money, but Will doesn't care
about either. When Vaughn falls back on old habits and attempts to impress Will by stealing a
painting Will admires, their nascent bond blows up in his face. But Vaughn isn't willing to give up on
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the glimpse of passion he saw the night he took Will apart. Before Will knows it, he's falling for the
man he should have arrested, and Vaughn has to realize that some things can't be bought or stolen.
Love has to be given freely. But can a man who lives by the rules, and a man who thinks the rules
don't apply to him, ever see eye to eye?
The Duke's Stolen Bride Jul 18 2021 From USA Today bestselling author Sophie Jordan comes a
scandalously sensual romance in her beloved Rogue Files series. “Deliciously sexy!”—Sarah
MacLean, New York Times bestselling author An urgent dilemma… To save her impoverished family,
Marian Langley will become a mistress. But she will not be just any mistress. Marian intends to
become so skilled, so coveted, that she can set her own terms, retaining control over her body and
her fate. Only one problem remains: finding a tutor… A scandalous solution… Other men deprive
themselves of pleasure for propriety’s sake. Nathaniel, Duke of Warrington, would much rather be
depraved. He slakes his desires with professionals who ask nothing of him but his coin. Marian’s
proposal—that he train her without taking her virtue—is an intriguing diversion, until their lessons
in seduction spin out of control. And a most unlikely duchess… When Marian is blackmailed into
engagement by a man she despises, Nate impulsively steals her away. Though he never intended to
take a wife, he can’t tolerate the idea of Marian forfeiting her freedom to another. But can he bear to
give her what she demands—a real marriage?
The Barbarian's Stolen Bride Aug 19 2021 I was known as Fenrir the Destroyer, the taker of lives
and castles, a brutal Viking warrior in the Kingdom of Kaldir. My kingdom.My name traveled far and
wide, and those who heard it knew their place... accepted their fear above all else.I had riches
beyond measure, my followers countless and loyal. But I was missing the most crucial part of my
reign, of my ruling.A wife. My queen. A mother to my warrior sons and princess daughters.But
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there's only one female who tempted my eye and made me yearn for more. And for years I coveted
her and her alone, waited until I could provide for her without fail.My Prima.She'd once been a
young sapling barely reaching my thighs, but she'd grown into a mature woman full of curves that
made me ache. She was the female I knew would make my filthiest fantasies come true.Prima was so
small, tiny compared to me, and every protective instinct I had rose up with a vengeance strong
enough to level anything in its path. I'd always protect her without fail.She was mine, no matter
what.And when timid, inexperienced Prima was finally brought to me-my conquest after years of
being alone-I was a selfish bastard and wouldn't deny myself from claiming her.In the end, she'd
surrender. Because beneath her uncertainty and innocence was a wildfire I was ready to let burn me
alive.
The Stolen White Elephant Oct 21 2021
The Stolen Hours Sep 07 2020 A woman finds herself in a race not only for justice but for her life in
this "riveting, hold-your-breath" new mystery from the bestselling author of The Life We Bury (Karin
Slaughter, New York Times bestselling author). Lila Nash is on the verge of landing her dream
job—working as a prosecutor under the Hennepin County Attorney—and has settled into a happy life
with her boyfriend, Joe Talbert. But when a woman is pulled from the Mississippi River, barely alive,
things in the office take a personal turn. The police believe the woman’s assailant is local
photographer Gavin Spenser, but the case quickly flounders as the evidence wears thin. It seems
Gavin saw this investigation coming—and no one can imagine how carefully he has prepared. The
more determined Lila is to put Gavin behind bars, the more elusive justice becomes. Battling a
vindictive new boss and haunted by the ghosts of her own unspeakable attack, which she’s kept a
dark secret for eight long years, Lila knows the clock is ticking down. In a race against an evil
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mastermind, it will take everything Lila’s got to outsmart a killer—and to escape the dark hold of her
own past. “A near-perfect thriller, The Stolen Hours is a true nail-biter that will have you reading
long into the night.” —Book Reporter “Even readers who predict the tale’s biggest twist before it
arrives will still have the breath knocked out of them by the surprises that follow.” —Kirkus Reviews
(starred review) “There’s not a moment misplaced or a second lost. With the precision of a
watchmaker, Eskens assembles the fine parts of a mystery and sets them to the tempo of a thriller,
leaving the reader breathless.” —Craig Johnson, author of the Walt Longmire Mysteries
Stolen City Jan 24 2022 Twin thieves attempt to pull off a daring heist in Stolen City, the sophomore
fantasy novel from Dauntless author Elisa A. Bonnin. The city of Leithon is under Imperial
occupation and Arian Athensor has made it her playground. In stealing magical artifacts for the
Resistance, bounding over rooftops to evade Imperial soldiers, and establishing herself as the
darling thief of the underground, Arian lives a life wrapped in danger and trained towards survival.
She’ll steal anything for the right price, and if she runs fast enough, she can almost escape the fact
that her mother is dead, her father is missing, and her brother, Liam, is tamping down a wealth of
power in a city that has outlawed magic. But then the mysterious Cavar comes to town with a job for
the twins: to steal an artifact capable of ripping the souls from the living--the same artifact that used
to hang around the neck of Arian’s mother. Suddenly, her past is no longer buried under adrenaline
but intimately tied to the mission at hand, and Arian must face her guilt and pain head-on in order to
pull off the heist. As Arian and Cavar infiltrate the strongest fortress in Leithon and Liam joins the
Resistance as their resident mage, the twins find themselves embroiled in court politics and family
secrets, and the mission becomes more than just another artifact theft. The target is now the
Imperial rule, and Arian will go to any length necessary to steal her city back.
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Stolen Dreams Dec 11 2020 Second chances don't always come with clean breaks. Sometimes they
come with secrets and lies. Are they worth it or should Morgan and Shae walk away forever?
Morgan has a perfect life. A hot actor for a boyfriend. An assistant director's job he loves. A coffee
shop where he can feed his caffeine addiction. Then Shae Delamere storms back into his life after
five years and nothing is the same. Shae was his first love, his only love until Morgan screwed up so
badly, they couldn't recover from it. CW: past cheating Morgan faces his life in turmoil again. He
and Shae can't deny they still love each other, but can they be just friends? Morgan has a boyfriend
he cares for, and Shae has a secret which he's determined to keep from Morgan. What happens
when the secret and lies are exposed to the daylight? Will a second chance become no chance? If
you like second chances and complicated relationships, Stolen Dreams is for you.
Stolen to Wear His Crown Mar 26 2022 From unworldly scientist… …to his fearless queen!Mina has
finally achieved her dream of becoming chief scientific advisor of Cyrano, when she’s stolen from the
interview room! She’s taken directly to the palace chapel, where the terms of a secret betrothal
mean she must marry the king—immediately. Powerful King Zayn knows all too well monarchs can’t
afford dangerous distractions like love. Yet still, he’s appalled to be wed to a complete stranger!
Mina is altogether too sensitive, too scholarly, too unpolished to be queen. But that can’t stop the
desire that flares each time she looks his way… From Harlequin Presents: Escape to exotic locations
where passion knows no bounds. The Queen’s Guard Book 1: Stolen to Wear His Crown
The Highlander's Stolen Bride Jun 28 2022 Lady Rosalyn Carmichael is on the run from her evil
stepbrother, who will do anything to gain her inheritance. When Derek Hardwicke rescues her from
an attempted kidnapping in London, she gratefully accepts the protection of his remote Scottish
castle. And though Derek's devilishly handsome looks inspire scandalous fantasies, a secret from her
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past means those fantasies must forever remain dreams.... A Highland laird, Derek intends to marry
his childhood friend Megan MacPherson, since only a Scottish wife will satisfy his clan. But beautiful
Rosalyn awakens feelings he never dreamed he'd have. And while he has promised to keep her safe,
the attraction between them burns too hot to deny. Now, with danger inching ever closer, he must
choose between his allegiance to his clan and a passion like he's never known....
The Stolen Marriage Aug 31 2022 Steeped in history and filled with heart-wrenching twists, The
Stolen Marriage is an emotionally captivating novel of secrets, betrayals, prejudice, and forgiveness.
It showcases Diane Chamberlain at the top of her talent. One mistake, one fateful night, and Tess
DeMello’s life is changed forever. It is 1944. Pregnant, alone, and riddled with guilt, twenty-threeyear-old Tess DeMello abruptly gives up her budding career as a nurse and ends her engagement to
the love of her life, unable to live a lie. Instead, she turns to the baby’s father for help and agrees to
marry him, moving to the small, rural town of Hickory, North Carolina. Tess’s new husband, Henry
Kraft, is a secretive man who often stays out all night, hides money from his new wife, and shows her
no affection. Tess quickly realizes she’s trapped in a strange and loveless marriage with no way out.
The people of Hickory love and respect Henry but see Tess as an outsider, treating her with
suspicion and disdain. When one of the town’s golden girls dies in a terrible accident, everyone holds
Tess responsible. But Henry keeps his secrets even closer now, though it seems that everyone knows
something about him that Tess does not. When a sudden polio epidemic strikes Hickory, the
townspeople band together to build a polio hospital. Tess knows she is needed and defies Henry’s
wishes to begin working at there. Through this work, she begins to find purpose and meaning. Yet at
home, Henry’s actions grow more alarming by the day. As Tess works to save the lives of her
patients, can she untangle the truth behind her husband’s mysterious behavior and find the
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love—and the life—she was meant to have? A Library Reads Top Ten Book of October 2017 Praise
for The Stolen Marriage: "[A] well-crafted crime-tinged tale." —Publishers Weekly "The Stolen
Marriage is the kind of story that will grab you and refuse to let you go until you turn the last page."
—All About Romance "Readers will be sucked in immediately...you just can't go wrong with a book
with [Chamberlain's] name on the cover." —Southern Pines Pilot
Queen of Tomorrow Mar 14 2021 A decadent look at one of the most intriguing monarchs in
history… “A must read romance!” ~ Serena Chase, Special for USA TODAY Sophie—now Catherine,
Grand Duchess of Russia—had a tough first year at Imperial Court. Married at sixteen to Grand
Duke Peter, heir to the throne, and settled in their own palace, things start to look up. As a new day
dawns, Catherine thinks only of securing her future, and the future of their country, during one of
the greatest political upheavals of her time. Fighting desperately against forces that try to depose
the Empress Elizabeth and put the young Prince Ivan on her throne, Catherine soon finds herself in
the middle of a war brewing between her beloved Prussia and her new empire. While navigating the
fragile political landscape, she quickly realizes that she has only begun to discover the tangled web
of deceit and infidelity woven over the lavish court of Oranienbaum Palace. When a strange and
delicate alliance forms between the young couple, Catherine glimpses a future of happiness, only to
see it vanish at the hands of those who still seek to end her life—and prevent her reign. Out of favor
with the empress and running out of options, Catherine must sacrifice her own innocence on the
altar of Russia if she is to save the nation and herself. To survive, she will have to do the
unthinkable, betray those closest to her and become something greater and more dangerous than
she ever imagined she could be… a queen. Don't miss the series dubbed a “must-read romance” by
the USA Today and “An entertaining and racy read” by School Library Journal. Fans of the hit TV
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show REIGN will devour this scandalous glimpse into the life of one of the most vibrant women in
history. This series is complete with all three books available to read today. Novels in The Stolen
Empire Series by Sherry D. Ficklin: Queen of Someday Queen of Tomorrow Queen of Always Also,
check out Sherry D. Ficklin’s new Historical Romance Series— The Canary Club. The Canary Club
(Available October 2, 2017) Glitter and Gold: A Canary Club Anthology (Available Now) Fresh out of
jail, "Bad Luck" Benny is desperate to care for his struggling family, even if that means once again
landing on the wrong side of the law. Masie, the daughter of a wealthy gangster, has the voice of an
angel and gun smoke in her veins. A pawn in her family's bid for control of the city, she turns to an
unlikely ally who might be the only person able to spring her from her gilded cage. Two worlds
collide in this compelling story of star-crossed lovers in gritty prohibition-era New York. Catherine
the Great, Historical Romance, Historical Romance Regency, 18th Century Romance, Russian
Royalty, Steamy Historical Romance, Love Triangle, Historical Fiction Biographical, Young Adult
Fiction, Royalty Romance
Stolen Dove Jul 30 2022 I'll never be him. I tell myself that as I positioned myself to take his place.
Year by year, I've grown more ruthless, but I'd still never treat women like he did. Then she had to
just show up, a diamond teardrop pendant on her neck, drawing attention to herself, causing me to
take notice. I refused to degrade myself by paying for her. My anger grew when I knew that I didn't
have a choice. Buy her or lose her. Then she gave me a look, tempting me to take her. And I did...I'm
his wife now...he hates me. I'm his property, and yet I can't force myself to stop giving my heart and
body to him. Night after night, I cling to the hope it's more than just a need for an heir, but morning
after morning, my hopes are dashed. I've had enough. No one defies him, but I did...
Stolen Treasure (Esprios Classics) Sep 27 2019
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Stolen Words Oct 09 2020 It was supposed to be one letter. One time...Cassidy Thatcher has just
been fired. In an attempt to salvage her life, she flees to New York City to rebuild her career.
Desperate for hope, she passes her time writing love letters to her fiancé in the U.S. Navy, but the
Big Apple has other plans.Grayson Daniels has a brilliant mind but is not so brilliant when it comes
to relationships. After being asked to assist the Navy with nuclear research, he finds himself aboard
an aircraft carrier where he accidentally intercepts a letter not meant for him. Cassidy's words
enthrall him...but what started as an innocent fascination soon becomes an uncontrollable
desire.When Grayson learns of Cassidy's financial problems, he manipulates matters into his own
hands. And when Cassidy's relationship with her fiancé begins to crumble, Grayson is there to pick
up the pieces, reminding her that love doesn't always have to be a sacrifice.His secret isn't safe for
long. Can a foundation be reconstructed on stolen words? Or will Cassidy mark their romance return
to sender?
Stolen By The Boss Apr 02 2020 From USA Today Bestselling Author, Logan Chance, comes a
thrilling, enemies-to-lovers, fake marriage mafia romance that's packed with so much heat and
adventure, making this an unputdownable love story. As the boss of one of the largest security
companies, Dean Maddox doesn't make mistakes. But he's made a big one today, he's kidnapped the
wrong girl. Dean's after Mia, daughter to the top mob boss in the country. He needs to abduct her to
keep her safe. However, he has no idea I've taken her place. What starts out as a case of mistaken
identities turns into us working together to catch a mutual enemy. Now we're after one of the
biggest crime lords in the world.We have to pretend to be married and infiltrate the nightlife of our
adversary. We're thrown into a life of wickedly naughty parties where no one judges your dirty
desires.It's completely out of my element, but we can't blow our cover.My first night at the club
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Dean sticks close, his deep voice whispering in my ear everything will be ok makes me open up to
try new things.Filthy things. Things that make me blush.It all feels a bit too real. His rough hands.
His rock-hard body. His gray eyes turning me on when he watches me.Now every night we have to
play the part. But his touches don't feel like he's pretending. The way he kisses my overheated skin
doesn't feel fake. How far can we take this before we find ourselves completely falling for each
other? When push comes to shove will Dean be the one to help me find justice, or will he cost me
everything?
Stolen Legacy Nov 29 2019 For centuries the world has been misled about the original source of the
Arts and Sciences; for centuries Socrates, Plato and Aristotle have been falsely idolized as models of
intellectual greatness; and for centuries the African continent has been called the Dark Continent,
because Europe coveted the honor of transmitting to the world, the Arts and Sciences. It is indeed
surprising how, for centuries, the Greeks have been praised by the Western World for intellectual
accomplishments which belong without a doubt to the Egyptians or the peoples of North Africa.
Stolen Prey Mar 02 2020 A senseless slaughter leads Lucas Davenport down a twisted path in this
thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling author. Lucas Davenport has seen many terrible
murder scenes. This is one of the worst. In the Minnesota town of Wayzata, an entire family has been
killed—husband, wife, two kids, dogs. On the wall, in blood: “Were coming.” No apostrophe. There’s
something about the scene that tugs at Lucas’s cop instincts—it looks an awful lot like the kind of
scorched-earth retribution he’s seen from Mexican drug gangs. But this is a seriously upscale town,
the husband ran a modest software company, the wife dabbled in local politics. None of it seems to
fit. Until it does...
The Stolen Brain; Or, A Wonderful Crime Dec 31 2019
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Stolen Sep 19 2021 The second novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling Otherworld series. Elena
Michaels is back—and she has company. When a young witch tells Elena that a group of humans are
kidnapping supernaturals, Elena ignores the warning. After all, everyone knows there’s no such
thing as witches. As for the thought of other ‘supernaturals’, well, she’d just rather not dwell on the
possibility. Soon, however, she’s confronted with the truth about her world, when she’s kidnapped
and thrown into a cell-block with witches, sorcerers, half-demons and other werewolves. As Elena
soon discovers, dealing with her fellow captives is the least of her worries. In this prison, the real
monsters carry the keys. Lending a mission of vampires, demons, shamans, and witches, Elena is
lured into the net of ruthless Internet billionaire Tyrone Winsloe, who is well on his way to amassing
a private collection of supernaturals. He plans to harness their powers for himself—even if it means
killing them. For Elena, kidnapped and imprisoned deep underground, unable to tell her friends
from her enemies, choosing the right allies is a matter of life and death.
Stolen by Raze Jun 04 2020 Raze wants to keep Ella, to collar and love her-but there's a shameful
secret in his past that shatters any chance of a happy future. But Raze isn't the only one with a
complicated past.Ella has secrets of her own-and they're about to threaten the safety of everyone
she loves. She'll have to go back to where it all started, risking her life and her future with Raze-to
end it once and for all.
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